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This Calls For Danger
Written and Performed by Brett Oddly

Daily, July 19th - 30th, 2023
Venue 15- Royal Albert

The Winnipeg Fringe’ most dangerous show!

Winnipeg,What is the human truly capable of? For over 100 years the sideshows travelled hand in
hand with the big top circuses, (and so it’s fitting that Brett will be performing a mere block away from
fringe central). They sought to wow and amaze audiences everywhere they went. It was here that the
exploration of what the body is capable of. Audiences are sure to be amazed at the combination of
sideshow stunts and escapology.

In This Calls For Danger Brett oddly performs a plethora of classic and modern sideshow stunts
including escapology. The dangers contained within the show are real, but with years of practice and
training Brett Oddly can perform them all flawlessly to the astonishment of the audience. Finally, Brett
will replicate the same stunt as Harry houdini did just 1 kilometre away in 1923. A hanging Straight
jacket escape.

This Calls For Danger is written and performed by Brett Hogan, under the pseudonym Brett Oddly.
Brett currently lives just outside of Winnipeg in Blumenort, MB. Previously Brett had a successful
magic show at the Winnipeg fringe calledWorst Case Magic. He is a multi talented performer who can
consider some of the best talent his mentors. Most recently being mentored by Dean Gunnarson and
travelling the world working on his danger and escape shows. His past clients and events include The
Winnipeg blue bombers (3 years), Samsung, Investors Group, A season with crossfire Bullriding,
Canad Inns, The Booby Ball, Consulting and Aiding with high risk stunts/shows in China and more.

Having Brett on your show means that he will come and promote his show as well as perform a feat,
which can include showing how to escape when your hands are bound by duct tape.

Written, Directed and starring Brett Hogan as Brett Oddly, With on stage assisting by Isabelle Hamel.

This Calls for Danger is premiering at the 2023 Winnipeg Fringe Festival with shows on all 12 days at
the Royal Albert. Tickets will be $12 and will be available at
https://www.winnipegfringe.com/performer-detail.aspx?kw=Hogans+Circus or at the door.
This event will be 18+ unless accompanied by a parent.

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/brett_oddly/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Brettoddly1

For More information or to book an interview contact
Brett Hogan (204)918-6738 Bretthogan1@gmail.com
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